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Introduction
In developed countries, cerebrovascular disease is the most common cause of epilepsy in the middle-aged and elderly [1] . The risk of poststroke epilepsy varies across studies, but is typically reported to develop in 2-10% of stroke patients, depending on stroke type, stroke severity, and study methodology [2] [3] [4] . The opposite relationship between stroke and epilepsy -that lateonset seizures could reflect cerebrovascular disease that has not yet resulted in TIA or stroke -attracts increasing interest. Could seizures, after a certain age, serve as a TIA-equivalent and identify more patients that may benefit from treatment of vascular risk? For primary prevention of stroke to be motivated after seizures, the risk of stroke must be sufficient to warrant the risks associated with treatment, which must be effective. Authorities recommend aspirin when the risk of a vascular event exceeds 6-20% in a 10-year period [5, 6] . Whether late-onset seizures infer such a risk of stroke is not known.
The observation that seizures can precede stroke has been reported in several trials. Early examples are the Oxfordshire community study, where 19 (3%) of 675 patients with stroke had previous seizures and seven patients had a first seizure in the year before their stroke [7] , and a case-control study on 230 patients with stroke where 4.5% of patients had previous epilepsy compared to 0.6% of controls [8] . A subsequent larger study, in which over 4700 patients with epilepsy onset after the age of 60 and matched controls were prospectively assessed, found a hazard ratio for stroke of 2.89 (95% CI 2.45-3.91) [9] . In addition to evidence for a higher prevalence of epilepsy in stroke patients, a recent systematic review described a higher prevalence of occult (subclinical) cerebrovascular lesions in patients with late-onset epilepsy and suggested the term "heraldic seizures" for seizures that subsequently turn out to have preceded a stroke [10] .
In summary, the concept of heraldic seizures is attracting interest. Randomized controlled trials are probably needed to inform clinical practice, but such trials cannot be undertaken before more robust epidemiological data are provided for power calculations. We have previously identified a nation-wide cohort of stroke patients and assessed development of poststroke epilepsy by cross-referencing several Swedish national registers with excellent coverage [4] . In the present study, we investigated how often first-ever stroke in the cohort was preceded by seizures. To our knowledge, this is the first such investigation on a national scale. Furthermore, by using age-adjusted incidence rates from a recent surveillance register, we calculated estimates of what proportion of all expected incident cases of seizures or epilepsy that could herald stroke.
Materials and methods
The study population was obtained from the Swedish stroke register (Riksstroke), a national quality register established in 1994 [11] . All hospitals admitting acute stroke patients participate in the register, the details of which are available at (http://www. riksstroke.org/eng/). The Riksstroke register has an estimated coverage of approximately 95% of acute stroke in adults.
Patients with a stroke during the years 2005-2010 were identified in Riksstroke. The register includes patients with intracerebral haemorrhage (ICH), ischemic stroke, and unspecified stroke (International Classification of Diseases 10th revision (ICD-10) codes I61, I63 and I64, respectively). The number of unclassified strokes is low (n = 3325, 3.1%), and since these patients had similar basic characteristics as patients with ischemic stroke, they have been treated as having ischemic strokes for the purpose of this study.
For information on epilepsy the Riksstroke output was crosslinked to the National Patient Register (NPR) [12] . The NPR is based on personal identification numbers and run by the National board of Health and Welfare. NPR contains information on all diagnoses registered at hospital-based care from 1987 and some hospitalbased outpatient care since 2001, and has been used to identify cases of epilepsy in other studies [13] . NPR was the source of information on seizure-related diagnoses; epilepsy, status epilepticus, and seizures.
Study population and classification
The Riksstroke output contained 131,453 unique individuals with valid personal identification numbers. Patients that had a prior stroke (n = 26980) were then excluded, followed by any patients younger than 60 years at the time of stroke (n = 11877), leaving 92596 patients over 60 years with first-ever stroke in 2005-2010. We next sought cross-sectional data on history of seizures or epilepsy. Patients were classified as having a potentially heraldic seizure if ICD-10-codes for epilepsy, seizures or status epilepticus (G40, G41, or R56.8) were detected in the NPR more than three days and less than ten years before the stroke. The three-day window was chosen to reduce the influence on the results of misdiagnosis or registration errors of acute symptomatic seizures at stroke onset. For calculations of the proportion of all incident seizures that could precede stroke, population numbers were obtained from Statistics Sweden and incidence rates were obtained from data published from the Stockholm Incidence Register of Epilepsy (SIRE) [14] . Data were analysed using SPSS 1 , confidence intervals were computed in GraphPad Prism 1 ., and calculations were performed in Excel 1 .
Approvals and patient consent
This study, performed in agreement with privacy legislation in Sweden, was approved by the regional ethics committee in Gothenburg (approval number 187-15). Data were obtained by linking the above registries using the unique personal identification number of every Swedish citizen. The National Board of Health and Welfare anonymised all data after linkage and before we were given access to them.
Results
A total of 92,596 patients with first-ever stroke after age 60 were identified in Riksstroke. Details on the cohort are given in Table 1 . Out of these, 1372 patients (1.48%) had a first seizure or epilepsy diagnosis registered less than ten years prior to the index stroke. The mean latency was 1474 days (SD 1029 days). The distribution of latencies is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
We next analysed data regarding age groups and stroke type ( Table 2) . Out of 82,399 patients with cerebral infarction, a first seizure or epilepsy diagnosis not more than ten years prior to the stroke was found in 1174 patients (1.42%). Out of 10,197 patients with ICH, a first seizure or epilepsy diagnosis less than ten years prior to the stroke was found in 198 (1.94%) of patients. The proportion of patients with a pre-stroke seizure was higher in younger age groups for both stroke types.
Finally, we calculated the expected number of incident cases of seizures or epilepsy in Sweden in ten years (the observation time of the cohort). We next determined what proportion the detected 1.48% potentially heraldic seizures represented in total and per age strata. The results of the calculations are shown in table S1. By the most conservative estimate, the 1372 potentially heraldic seizures represented 9.8% of all expected seizures in persons over 50 years of age.
Discussion
We have here undertaken the first national-scale investigation of how often stroke is preceded by seizures. Out of 92,526 patients registered with a first-ever stroke, 1.48% had a first seizure or epilepsy diagnosis in the ten years before to the stroke.
We detected a slightly higher proportion of patients with a history of seizures in ICH than infarctions and in younger patients. The higher proportions in younger age strata could have several explanations, for instance lower recognition of seizures in older patients or that occult cerebrovascular disease giving rise to seizures usually also manifests as stroke before patients reach a high age. The detected overall proportions are somewhat lower than those previously found in earlier studies [7, 8] . This could at least partly reflect that the included patients in those studies were younger and perhaps also the development of stroke care leading to a relative increase in detection of stroke compared to that of seizures over the last twenty years.
As all registry-based investigations, our study has limitations. The registries are very good in terms of coverage and frequently used to identify cases of stroke and seizure. Detection of seizures and epilepsy by an ICD code in NPR should be adequate, as seizures are dramatic symptoms often resulting in hospital visits. The NPR also contains hospital-based outpatient care. Most neurologists are hospital-based in Sweden, and very few cases of new onset- seizures are managed without involvement of hospital-based inor outpatient care. Physician reluctance to diagnose seizures or epilepsy in order to reduce the impact of driving restrictions etc. is in our experience extremely rare in Sweden. Low detection of seizures would make our estimates of risk for subsequent stroke more conservative. Our data did not allow exclusion of patients with other causes of epilepsy or seizures, such as neurodegenerative disease. In addition, the patient register only has information from 1987, so patients with epilepsy onset before that date may have been erroneously classified as "new-onset" in the ten years before the index stroke. This risk is probably small, since cases of epilepsy are usually considered prevalent if a diagnosis is found in patient records within the last five years [15] . As long as these limitations are kept in mind À we believe that data on a national scale can add to the important discussion on heraldic seizures. Is 1.48% a high or low figure? Or differently put; are heraldic seizures common enough to warrant further studies in terms of cerebrovascular prophylaxis? To address this issue, we related the number of seizures that preceded stroke in our cohort to the expected number of incident seizures in Sweden over ten years. The proportions varied between 5 and 20%, depending on age group. Such calculations provide only estimates, but the figures are similar to those found in the major prospective study conducted to date, where 10% of patients with late-onset epilepsy suffered stroke over an average follow-up of 5 to 25 years (1919 days) [9] . Of note, our estimate may be conservative, since almost 20% of the patients in SIRE had an identifiable aetiology and heraldic seizures could represent an even greater proportion of unexplained lateonset seizure/epilepsy cases.
What could mechanistically explain the relationship between seizures and subsequent stroke? Several possibilities exist. Seizures may be the first manifestation of occult cerebrovascular disease. Alternative or synergistic factors may be treatment with antiepileptic drugs with negative effects on vascular risk profile [16] [17] [18] , lifestyle restrictions due to seizures, or comorbidities. Our dataset consists only of patients that have suffered stroke, but associations could perhaps be sought between such explanatory factors and latency from first seizure to stroke. In addition, such associations may be of interest in future cohort or case-control studies on patients with late-onset unexplained seizures and the risk of stroke.
There is an on-going debate about when primary prophylaxis for cardiovascular disease is motivated. Recent America Heart Association recommendations state that 6-10% risk of any cardiovascular event within ten years motivates aspirin treatment [5] . Older European recommendations have been more conservative, and suggest 20% ten-year risk of a cardiovascular event [6] . The matter is further complicated by a recent meta-analysis indicating that increases in the number of cerebral bleeds may outweigh benefits of reduction in ischemic stroke [19] .
The retrospective cross-sectional nature of our investigation does not establish causal relationships, so the results are purely descriptive. Nonetheless, the findings support the emerging notion that a substantial proportion of all seizures in the investigated age groups seem to pre-date stroke. Our investigation is the first on a national scale and validates the observations made in previous studies. In a recent systematic review, the authors discuss that lateonset seizures in itself suffices as indication for work-up and treatment of vascular risk factors [10] . When it comes to antiplatelet therapy, which carries a risk of bleeding, some caution is probably needed. Future studies are warranted. A reasonable approach would be to identify subgroups where late-onset seizures are particularly likely to herald stroke À such groups could be patients with occult cerebrovascular disease on MRI, a family history of stroke, or other vascular risk factors as hypertension or hyperlipidemia. Clinical trials could then be performed to elucidate the risk-benefit ratio of vascular primary prophylaxis in cases of late-onset seizures.
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